
Let’s Get Small
B y  J i m  J u s t e n

IN ORDER TO INTRODUCE THIS MONTH’S TOPIC I REGRETTABLY MUST RESORT

to vulgar language. Those of you reading this aloud to small children
may want to ask them to leave the room.

I’d like to introduce you to the Linux product “Damn Small Linux.”
Hereinafter let’s just call it DSL. There, that wasn’t so bad, was it? Now
that that’s over we can delve into the myriad of reasons why DSL is
really cool software!

I’ve briefly mentioned DSL as a favorite of mine in a few past arti-
cles, but I’ve never offered any detail nor explained my passion for it.
Well, it really is one of my most frequently used tools, and I’d like to
tell you why I feel the way I do about it.

Well, first off it’s, umm—d*mn small! The primary version is a com-
plete OS compact enough to fit on a bootable business-card-size
miniCD, or a small (read: cheap) USB key. DSL can even run as a com-
pact standalone application within Windows.

All that is pretty neat, but what makes DSL really exciting is that
however you opt to run it, you end up with a fully serviceable worksta-
tion, with full-fledged applications and utilities.

That’s right, the complete DSL distro not only contains a solid Linux
OS, but office-productivity software, graphics tools, and Internet appli-
cations. And here’s the kicker: it even has professional-grade network-
ing, server daemons, and file manipulation utilities.

Contemplate for just a moment how useful such a package might
be for tasks such as booting a compromised Windows (or Linux, for
that matter) PC, or for secure-browsing within a Windows environ-
ment. DSL can even be used to run a quick-and-dirty SSH, FTP or
Web server.

Really, the potential uses of DSL are limited only by your imagination.
If you are a Linux veteran, then DSL will feel familiar, provided you

have gone beyond the ubiquitous KDE and Gnome window managers.
But, this article isn’t aimed at serious Linux-heads. Instead, I’m talk-

ing to Windows admins who are looking for a way to recover compro-
mised systems, to move files around when sneaker-net is feeling a bit
old, stuff like that.

So what exactly is DSL all about?
DSL was created by John Andrews (with help from Robert

Shingledecker) to satisfy his personal goal to create a distro with as
much as possible, the perfect balance between portability and usability.

DSL is now maintained by an enthusiastic community, which is
steadfastly dedicated to keeping the distribution at a slim 50MB. Why
that particular size? Well, that’s the capacity of those business-card-
shaped CD’s so popular at trade shows in the Internet-bubble days. At
55MB, they have just enough room for DSL and a few additional per-
sonal files or added applications.

DSL is hardly new, first appearing on the scene about three years
ago as one of many mini-Linux variations that have appeared over
the years.

What makes DSL Linux different (and fun) is how well DSL has hit
the sweet spot between flexibility and power. Similar mini-distros, such
as Puppy or Feather Linux, have their fans (both are worth exploring)
but as of now, DSL is in a class by itself. It has evolved into a mature
and well thought-out product with few quirks.

Let’s get under the hood and see what makes DSL go. DSL is based
on the excellent Knoppix, the classic no-fuss LiveCD1 distribution of
Linux, which is in turn based on the venerable Debian.

DSL cherry-picks the base components of Knoppix to create a
bootable OS. It uses the older 2.4.x Linux Kernel, and because of the
significant bloat penalty of moving to a 2.6 kernel, it always will. But
that’s just one of the inherent compromises DSL has made so adeptly,
because while a few may need the 2.6 kernel, as a practical matter, the
2.4 kernel will suffice for most needs.

DSL is distributed in two basic variations: as a CD image file, or as
an embedded OS file (think virtual machine, though this is technically
inaccurate) in an included emulator for Windows or Linux.

The safest way to begin exploring DSL is booting off a CD, (a
“LiveCD” session). This is a bulletproof way to launch DSL, and has
the advantage of leaving the hard drive of the host PC untouched unless
you choose to mount local volumes from the host. For recovering com-
promised systems and tasks such as simple forensics, a LiveCD launch
is the way to go.

But the easiest way to explore DSL is with the “embedded” version,
using the included QEMU x86 PC emulator and DSL disk image.
QEMU, if you are not familiar with it, is a robust and reasonably fast
emulation environment. To launch embedded DSL, just fire-up the
.BAT file associated with DSL and within a few moments you have a
pseudo-sandboxed OS within Windows. This is a great feature for
escaping out of the Windows environment for a moment to dodge mal-
ware problems, or to investigate a suspicious web site, or even as a kind
of primitive multi-desktop arrangement.

The disadvantage of a LiveCD boot is of course that the CD is
read-only, so you can’t save personal data such as bookmarks or text
files. DSL gets around this with a quick menu item that saves per-
sistent data to a hard drive partition, USB key, or floppy, but the
process is a slight nuisance.

A better way to create a complete, portable DSL system with per-
sistent data and customized applications is by installing the entire OS
to a USB key. The process is handily batch-scripted, and all you need
is a PC with BIOS capable of recognizing USB as a boot device.
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You can also install DSL permanently to a
hard drive, and though this somewhat defeats
its small and portable nature, it is a slick way
to resurrect an obsolete PC or set up a web-
browsing kiosk.

Upon booting, DSL offers the customary
Linux options for video resolution, hardware-
detection level, and the like. There are also
several preset levels of RAM footprint to
choose from. DSL can be launched with or
without X Server and with your desired
amount of “eye-candy” desktop themes.

The minimal footprint in DSL is just the thing
for a lean-and-mean recovery environment.
Using DSL’s text-mode, for example, I was able
to boot from a USB key into a SSH session (to
configure a router) in just 4 seconds on a mid-
grade Pentium III system. Now that’s fast!

Stripped-down, DSL claims to work on a
486 PC with just 16MB of RAM. I didn’t try
that (I may have more than my share of obso-
lete PCs, but none that old!) but I did try DSL
on a dinosaur laptop (Pentium 1/150 MHz)
with a mere 36MB of RAM. Guess what? It
not only worked, I could even imagine using
the laptop under such circumstances if I had to.

No matter how you launch DSL, one terrific
option is to load the entire OS to RAM. This is
required for burning custom versions of DSL
and certain other tasks, but the real fun is that
DSL loaded in this manner is astonishingly
fast. A great way to use this launch method is
as a file recovery tool in conjunction with
DSL’s primitive but effective CD burning app.

From here on though I’m going to look at
DSL running in its standard mode launched
from LiveCD.

In its full glory, DSL pops into the default
FluxBox window manager. The fine Joe’s
Window Manager (JWM) is available as well,
but I find FluxBox to be one of the most intu-
itive windowing environments available. It’s
fast, simple, and logical.

Once at the desktop, a system stats panel
provides an unobtrusive but informative dis-
play of all system parameters. DSL has also
made common config tasks pushbutton-easy
with the DSL panel, offering quick access to
most hardware configuration settings through
a GUI. Touches like this mean the difference
between a quick and painless tweak and a
frustrating bout of configuration agony.

As far as applications go, there are enough
included with DSL that I can’t cover them all
here, but I’d like to touch on a few of the high-
lights that I think make DSL so useful.

In the Internet apps realm, the default
browser is the fast, plain (and slightly obscure)

tabbed-browser Dillo. A streamlined older
version of Firefox is available too. There are
also, of course, the usual clients for FTP, SSH,
and other necessities. And amazingly, there
are even AIM and VoIP clients, which are ugly
but effective.

In the office and productivity apps realm, I
have found the MSWord viewer to be invalu-
able for file recovery. However, if you actually
want to compose text documents on DSL, you
can do that too with the excellent Ted app, and
several other useful text editors. DSL even
includes a primitive spreadsheet app, and a
bare-bones database. For file-wrangling tasks
DSL provides the powerful Midnight
Commander as well as the slick emelFM.

I found the built-in daemons invaluable: a
basic web server (Monkey), FTP server, and
SSH server can all be turned on and off with
a single menu click. There is also a
Windows/SMB file-sharing daemon, another
excellent option for file recovery.

Finally, there are two remote control tools
available: the superlative VNC and the handy
RemoteDesktop.

MyDSL is a convenient way to extend DSL
by installing additional apps to your LiveCD ses-
sion for the duration of that session. Such apps
are downloadable through a rudimentary GUI
pane, and the packages are specifically built for
DSL. The catch is that they are not really meant
for persistent use (though many worked fine for
me) and so are normally lost at shutdown.

On that note, because DSL normally runs
directly from a locked CD, the nature of its user
rights is a bit unusual. There is no login per se:
in fact, it logs in automatically as user “DSL.”
Ordinarily, becoming Root is accomplished
through “sudo” and “su” commands with no
password required. However, you can opt for a
secure session (through the boot manager)
requiring a unique name and password, and add
additional users there through a menu item.

So, despite my breathless enthusiasm, have
I encountered any flaws in DSL? Sure…I’ve
often had to struggle with sound configuration
on machines, and encounter various other con-

figuration glitches requiring workarounds. But
that’s standard Linux headache stuff. I really
can’t think of a single problem that I can
blame squarely on DSL itself.

More importantly, when I have encountered
problems, help has been easy to find. DSL is
supported in the typical open-source manner,
with public forums, a wiki, and documenta-
tion library. Documentation is decent, and the
DSL desktop displays an HTML quickstart
automatically. The forums are active and fre-
quented by the developers who display their
obvious enthusiasm by generally proving
helpful to newcomers.

DSL is a free GPL product—yours for the
downloading, but for just eight dollars you can
support the project and have a mini-CD mailed
to you. They also sell USB keys pre-loaded
with DSL and even complete (and rather cool)
mini-computers with DSL pre-installed.
Prices are reasonable and offset the tremen-
dous effort that goes into the DSL project.

You have nothing to lose by trying it! If you
aren’t a regular Linux user, by booting from
the LiveCD version or launching the Windows-
embedded version you can explore DSL (and
thus Linux) with confidence that your host
PC’s boot hard drive will remain untouched.

However, even if you are a hardened Linux
veteran you should sample DSL. Try installing
it on your hard drive as your primary Linux
OS. You may find it full-featured enough that
other distros with their bloated package distri-
butions begin to look a bit obese. DSL is also
an excellent recovery environment for full-
blown Linux systems.

You can download DSL from the new
shareware spotlight forum on NaSPA’s freshly
redesigned Web site. For your convenience,
software discussed in previous editions of
Shareware Spotlight can also be found there
organized chronologically.  

NaSPA member Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He

worked in broadcast engineering in the early ’80s, and as the

“electronics guy,” was assigned to support early PCs, networks

and embedded systems.

1 A Linux OS which runs stand-alone from a bootable CD
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DSL 2.2
http://www.damnsmalllinux.org

Knoppix:
http://www.knoppix.net
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